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Speaker’s BIO

Luis A. Pedrero
Luis is CEO at CAR TOUR, a motorcoach company based
in Madrid, Spain, where he manages a fleet of over 50
vehicles and 70 employees.
Luis is also President of ANETRA, one of the two National
Coach Associations in Spain, which cares for the interests
of more than 900 small and medium motorcoach
enterprises within the Spanish territory, representing them at
the Spanish and European Transport Administrations.
Besides, Luis is Past Chairman at the Global Passenger
Network (GPN), where he served as president in the period
Nov. 2011-March 2020.
luisangel@cartour.es

Mark Anderson
Mark Anderson is the Managing Director of London
based Anderson Travel with operating centres at both
Heathrow Airport and close to Tower Bridge in the central
area of the City.
He started the business in 1988 with one coach he drove
himself and now employs close to 100 staff with a fleet of
over 40 vehicles, an inhouse excursion and tour
programme, a private groups department and also
specialises in the carriage of sports teams and their
supporters. Last year Anderson Travel carried a massive
one million passengers. Mark is a Director of the Global
Passenger Network, is a member of the UK trade
association The Confederation of Passenger Transport
and a member of the Coach Marque Management
Committee, the kite mark of quality for coach operation
in the UK. Mark is also a part owner and Director of the
local semi-professional football club in the area of South
West London in which he lives.
Mark.Anderson@andersontravel.co.uk

Trinh Gia Hien
Hien Trinh is the executive assistant at HAIVAN group, a passenger
transportation company based in Hanoi, Vietnam with more than
250 vehicles and almost 1000 employees. He is also the CEO of
Havaz, a subsidiary technology company of HAIVAN group, in
charge of researching, developing, and maintaining an
enterprise resource planning software (ERP), digital sales and
marketing channel.
hien@haivantravel.com

Thami Mourad
Mr. Thami Mourad is GM2 Tours’s Vice-President founded
by his father in 2005. GM2 Tours is one of the biggest fleets
in Morocco, operation in 3 different transport activities.
After obtaining his engineering diploma in France and a
master of science in engineering management in Hong
Kong, M. Thami Mourad joined GM2 Tours. Accomplished
and energic analyst with a solid history of achievements,
Mr. Thami Mourad is a motivated leader with strong
organizational prioritization abilities. His focus is to use the
latest technologies into transport activity to make GM2
Tours an even bigger brand than it is today.
Mr. Mourad is a member of the CRT (Regional Committee
of Tourism), CGEM (General Confederation of Moroccan
Enterprises), and elected member of CCIS (chamber of
business industry and services of Fes-Meknes region).
t.mourad@gm2tours.ma

Bronwyn Wilson
Bronwyn is the President of the International Motorcoach Group
(IMG), a private network of 55 motorcoach operators around
North America. A seasoned industry professional Bronwyn had an
extensive global career as a tour operator, in the Australian and
North American markets. Leading IMG for over 8 years, Bronwyn
has expanded the IMG footprint both in membership of leading
motorcoach operators and as a preferred transportation
provider for a variety of customers. Bronwyn also serves on the
Board of GPN.
bwilson@imgcoach.com

